Résumé.-La méthode des moments est proposée pour analyser le comportement de la vitesse de dérive et du coefficient de diffusion en régime non stationnaire . Les ré-sultats obtenus avec la méthode de Monte Carlo dans Si, Ge, CdTe sont interprétés par référence aux collisions des porteurs avec le réseau et à la structure des bandes d'énergie de conduction.
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j being the current density , n the carrier concentration, v d the drift velocity, ~DQ the longitu dinal diffusion coefficient, E the electric field and e the unit charge, is still a debated prob_ lem in the study of high-field transport phenomena /1-3/ . Gantsevich et al /L,/ demonstra_ ted that Eq.(l) can be derived from the linearized Boltzmann equation under the assumption that: i) the concentration gradient is small and, ii) the time is long enough for the momentum distribution function to be the stationary one. Owing to these limitations, any analysis of tra_ nsient phenomena will require an "a priori" operative definition of the transport coefficients. The aim of this paper is to present the method of moments as a suitable technique to over_ come the limitations cited above, and to illustrate some applications to cases of general inte rest. ted making use of an ensemble Monte Carlo technique. The initial conditions of motion a r e taken with a l l c a r r i e r s starting from the same point (x = 0) and, energy distributed according to an equilibrium maxwellian dis_ tribution for Ge and CdJe, at fixed ene+rgy equal t o (3/2) KT with k orthogonal to E f o r the c a s e of ~i : To exemplify the method, in Fig. 1 the f i r s t t h r e e moments of the d i s t r i b s tion a r e reported for the c a s e of electrons in CdTe. The time simulation has been taken long enough to match the stationary conditions. F o r the initial conditions h e r e chosen the f i r s t m o these semiconductors have been found to i n t e r e r e t satisfactorily d r i f t , diffusion and, for the ca_ s e of Si and Ge, noise measurements in a wide obtained at 300 K for field strengths of 20 and 100 kV/cm along a (100) direction. At both fields drift and diffusion exhibit overshoot effects with peaks which a r e more pronounced at the highest field strength. Since the higher the a c c e leration the faster the dissipation s t a r t s , the peaks occur a t s h o r t e r times by increasing the field strength. I t i s quite natural to c o r r e l a t e the overshoot of the diffusion coefficient to the overshoot of the drift velocity. On this correlation it has t o be noted that the peak of the diffg sion occurs somewhat delayed in time with respect to that of the drift velocity, furthermore, within the uncertainty of the calculations, t r a n s v e r s e diffusion has not evidenced overshoot e E fects. The values of the transport coefficients in the transient a r e found t o be practically in_ dependent from the orientation of the field, a result which i s consequence of the initial equal population for different valleys here assumed. Finally, the times involved in the transient he_ r e studied a r e below about 0 . 5 psec which in turn means that detectable effects will r e q u i r e structure of the o r d e r of 500 x.
Ge-holes. -Fig. 3 r e p o r t s the r e s u l t s obtained a t 77 K for a field strength of 10 kV/cm oriented along(100) and<111) directions. The main features of the time dependence of drift and diffusion resemble the S i c a s e . H e r e , a s a consequence of the warped structure of the heavy-hole band, a strong anisotropy of the transport coefficients with values l a r g e r in(100) than i n ( l 1 l ) direction i s evidenced. I n particular, overshoot of both drift and diffusion, a s a result of a smaller effective mass, i s better evidenced along a(100) direction while along a (Ill) direction it is smoothed remarkably for the drift velocity and suppressed f o r the diffusion.
CdTe-electrons. -Fig. 4 r e p o r t s the r e s u l t s obtained at 300 K for field strengths of 10.5 and 40.5 kV/cm, the former being below and the l a t t e r above the value of threshold for negative the o r d e r of 1 0 psec a r e needed before station a r y conditions a r e achieved.
Above threshold, i n analogy with the r e ?
ults found f o r GaAs and I n P /11/ , a l a r g e s e r a t the end of the cycle. This "pulsed" cha_ t ( P s e c ) r a c t e r of the motion of the electron ensemble i s damped fastly by the presence of s h o r t e r f E ghts and other scattering mechanisms but, w c thin the transient it i s strong enough to produ_ the drift velocity overshoot at fields well above threshold mean that detectable e f f~ c t s a r e possible in structure within 0.1 --1 um. / 4. Conclusions. -The study of the t r a n sient behaviour of drift and diffusion a t high fields i s c a r r i e d out in terms of the time analysis of the f i r s t moment and the second and third c e n t r a l moments of the spatial distribution. I n this way a gene_ ralized longitudinal diffusion coefficient at s h o r t times i s defined through Eq.(4). F o r the initial conditions h e r e assumed, the drift velocity and the longitudinal dif fusion coefficient a r e found to exhibit ov_ ershoot effects. By increasing the e l e~ t r i c field strength overshoot i s favoured and i t s peak shifts at s h o r t e r times. The warped shape of the valence band i s found to be a t the origin of s t r o n g anisotropy ef fects in both drift and diffusion, higher values of these quantities being a s s o c i a i ed with the direction f o r which the e f f e c tive mass of c a r r i e r s i s smaller. I n CdTe, f o r a field strength just below threshold, when polar optical scattering i s dominant over other scattering m e c h c nisms overshoot effect of longitudinal dif_ fusivity is quite l a r g e r and p e r s i s t s up to times of the o r d e r of 10 psec. F o r f i Fig. 4 -Drift velocity (a) and longitudinal diffusion coefficient eld strengths above threshold, the Ion@ ghts o f 2 a r r i e r s starting a t l a r g e and ne_ gative k-values i n the c e n t r a l valley. According to previous r e s u l t s of Ref . (8) drift velocity i s found to exhibit the highest peak of i t s overshoot for fields above threshold.
